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Abstract

In this study, we analyze spontaneous speech transcripts from Hungarian patients with schizophrenia, schizoaf-

fective, and bipolar disorders. Our goal is to identify distinctive linguistic features in these patient groups and

controls. To our knowledge, no prior study has systematically examined the linguistic features of these disorders

or explored their use in distinguishing between these patient groups. We collected recordings from 77 participants

during three directed spontaneous speech tasks in a clinical setting. Our research group manually transcribed the

recordings. We processed the written corpus texts using Natural Language Processing methods and tools. The final

corpus consists of 179,515 tokens, excluding punctuation. Using this data, we analyze different linguistic features’

predictive power by computing and comparing their frequency distributions. We then attempt to automatically

differentiate between patient groups and controls using our extensive set of linguistic features, employing the

random forest algorithm in these experiments. Our results indicate that applying machine learning techniques

based on distinctive features can effectively distinguish SZ, SAD, BD, and controls, surpassing baseline results.

Keywords:Speech Corpus, Schizophrenia, Schizoaffective disorder, Bipolar disorder

1. Introduction

Bipolar disorder (henceforth BD, previously called

manic-depressive illness) is a recurrent chronic

disorder characterized by episodes of mania, hy-

pomania, and alternating or intertwining episodes

of depression (Grunze, 2015). Schizophrenia

(henceforth SZ) is a chronic mental health disorder

characterized by symptoms of delusions, halluci-

nations, disorganized speech or behavior, as well

as impaired cognitive ability (Patel et al., 2014).

In the case of schizoaffective disorder (henceforth

SAD), a person has mixed psychotic (hallucina-

tions or delusions) and affective symptoms (mood

episodes) (Malhi et al., 2008; Rose, 2014), hence

it occupies an intermediate position between the

two disorders in the schizophrenia-bipolar spec-

trum considered in a dimensional approach (Per-

alta and Cuesta, 2008). Cognitive impairment is

a hallmark symptom of psychotic disorders includ-

ing SZ and SAD, spanning verbal and non-verbal

abilities (Van Rheenen et al., 2016; Little et al.,

2019). Recent research findings indicate that pa-

tients with BD also have significant impairments in

cognitive functioning (Van Rheenen et al., 2016).

Susceptibility to psychosis spectrum disorders, in-

cluding schizophrenia-bipolar spectrum, is genet-

ically determined. These disorders usually man-

ifest themselves during the reproductive phase

of life. Among them, schizophrenia in particular

leads to a significant decrease in fertility (53% for

women, 77% for men) (Power et al., 2013). This

reproductive disadvantage should lead to the rapid

elimination of the given genes from the human
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genome. Conversely, cross-cultural constancy

indicates that co-inheritance with some species-

significant genetic variant may be the counterbal-

ancing advantage for the entire population (Crow,

1993, 1995, 1997).

The most biologically determined characteristic of

our species is language (Crow, 1996), and lan-

guage separates modern humans from earlier ho-

minids (Chomsky, 1986; Bickerton, 1995; Ganger

and WOLD, 1998; Dronkers et al., 2000). Dur-

ing hominid evolution, the development of brain

structural asymmetries is responsible for the de-

velopment of human-specific components of lan-

guage (Geschwind and Galaburda, 1985; Corbal-

lis, 2017), and these asymmetries are impaired in

schizophrenia (Crow, 1998). According to a rather

parsimonious conclusion, psychosis and language

are related to genetic variation linked to the origin

of the species (Berlim et al., 2003). This is why our

research group has been comprehensively inves-

tigating the relationship between schizophrenia-

spectrum disorders and language behavior. Since

mental health influences the method of human

communication, the acquisition and processing of

linguistic data (spoken or written) provides an op-

portunity to reveal interrelation between linguistic

factors and psychological aspects.

In this context, here we present a Hungarian cor-

pus consisting of directed spontaneous speech

texts produced by patients suffering from SZ, SAD

or BD, as well as texts of healthy controls. Record-

ings transcribed later were produced in six differ-

ent directed spontaneous speech tasks in a clini-

cal environment. Our final corpus that was man-

ually transcribed by the research group contains

458 texts and 179,515 tokens. Utilizing the corpus

data we analyze and compare the speech of Hun-

garian SZ, SAD and BD patients. We seek to au-

tomatically identify and differentiate among them

based on linguistic features of speech transcripts.

Then, we analyze the predictive power of linguis-

tic features by computing and comparing the fre-

quency distributions of these features. We apply

machine learning techniques based on a rich fea-

ture set that leads us to propose a methodology to

identify and distinguish among SZ, SAD and BD on

the basis of linguistic parameters of spontaneous

speech.

Hence, the main contributions of the paper are the

following:

• Based on a rich feature set of linguistic param-

eters we carry out a detailed statistical analy-

sis that may distinguish healthy controls from

SZ, SAD and BD patients.

• We use the transcripts of speech texts pro-

duced in narrative tasks.

• We perform machine learning experiments

with the above-mentioned feature set for de-

tecting SZ, SAD and BP and distinguish them

from healthy controls and from each other.

2. Literature review

NLP and machine learning methods are increas-

ingly used in the study of different types of men-

tal health conditions. For instance, several stud-

ies have explored the possibility of utilizing acous-

tic features in depression detection or (Resnik

et al., 2013; Akkaralaertsest and Yingthawornsuk,

2015; Taguchi et al., 2018) mild cognitive impair-

ment and Alzheimer’s disease (Haider et al., 2019;

Vincze et al., 2021; Tóth et al., 2015) or Asperger

syndrome (Chaput et al., 2013).

NLP and machine learning methods have been

applied in the study of language usage and speech

production in SZ, SAD and BD as well, but of

these disorders SZ has received particular atten-

tion, and in most studies, the language use of

people with SZ is compared to texts produced by

healthy adults (Iter et al., 2018; Lundin et al., 2020;

Mitchell et al., 2015). For a thorough review of NLP

methods used in schizophrenia research, see Cor-

coran and Cecchi (2020). As for BD and SAD, rel-

atively few papers have used computational meth-

ods to assess peculiarities of the language usage

of patients suffering from these disorders.

Lott et al. (2002) used speech samples of 100 pa-

tients suffering from SZ, BD and major depres-

sion. They attempted to reveal linguistic abnor-

malities in the speech of these patients repre-

sent diagnosis-specific characteristics or consti-

tute syndrome-like dimensions of these disorders.

However, the majority of the linguistic variables

did not prove to be statistically significant. Mota

et al. (2017) analyse connectedness, a structural

feature of speech in SZ and compare the results

with BD and control groups. They aimed to ver-

ify whether speech disorganization during the first

clinical contact, as measured by graph connected-

ness, could correctly classify negative symptoms

and the SZ diagnosis 6 months in advance. Tan

et al. (2021) found significant differences across

five types of speech variables (utterances, single

words, time/speaking rate, turns and formulation

errors) between speech produced by SZ patients

and healthy controls. Interestingly, the number

and duration of pauses did not turn out to be signif-

icantly different variables between the two groups.

To the best of our knowledge, there is only one

research work that compares linguistic features of

text produced by the three patient groups in ques-

tion, namely SZ, SAD and BD (Voleti et al., 2019).

However, it is worth mentioning that patients with

schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder are not

distinguished in this analysis. At the same time,

Lundin et al. (2020) has even revealed that compu-
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tational linguistic approaches are not only able to

explain greater variance but even predict diagno-

sis better than clinician-rated scales, pointing out

the importance of NLP-methods and tools in this

research field.

One of the best analytical tools for text-based stud-

ies is spoken language corpus that can be ana-

lyzed using NLP methods. During the last few

decades, several spoken language corpora have

been created and utilized in different psycholin-

guistic studies in several languages as a result

of research similar to the ones mentioned above

(e.g. (Calvo et al., 2017; Corcoran et al., 2018;

Little et al., 2019)), and among them we can find

Hungarian language corpora as well (e.g. (Gosz-

tolya et al., 2018; Bagi et al., 2019; Vincze et al.,

2021; Kálmán et al., 2022)). Furthermore, there

are some studies that investigate a specific linguis-

tic feature (Szabó et al., 2023; Szabó et al., 2023).

However, to the best of our knowledge, a Hungar-

ian corpus which allows us to systematically com-

pare the spontaneous speech of SZ, SAD, BD and

controls had not been created prior to our recent

research project.

As for Hungarian population, several papers deal

with Hungarian patients suffering from SZ, SAD

and BD (e.g. Kéri et al. (2001); Réthelyi et al.

(2010); Inczédy-Farkas et al. (2010); Kocsis-

Bogár et al. (2016); Döme et al. (2005); Kárpáti

et al. (2018)). At the same time, so far no study has

been conducted to systematically analyse linguis-

tic features of these disorders. Furthermore, auto-

matic discrimination among these patient groups

based on linguistic features has not yet been ad-

dressed in the literature.

3. Corpus compilation

3.1. Text collection and transcription

In the present study, we employed the Hungarian

database, recorded by the Prevention of Mental

Illnesses Interdisciplinary Research Group (Uni-

versity of Szeged, Hungary) led by István Szendi.

Data collection was approved by the Ethics Com-

mittee of the University of Szeged, and it was

conducted in accordance with the Declaration of

Helsinki. Written informed consent was obtained

from all the participants involved in the research

project. We have official written permission to use

the recordings in our research. The database con-

tains spontaneous speech recordings of people

suffering from various mental disorders, as well as

controls. The medical diagnosis for each person

was also provided along with the speech samples.

Here we focus on the linguistic characteristics of

spontaneous speech produced by the four exam-

ined speaker groups. In the case of spontaneous

speech, in contrast to planned speech, speakers

do not have time to prepare their speech, which

might truly reflect their language specificities, for

instance, their difficulties in word finding (Vincze

et al., 2021).

The first exercise consisted of three parts. The in-

terviewer first asked the subjects to describe them-

selves (henceforth DescSelf) and then asked them

to talk about their mother (henceforth DescMother)

and father (henceforth DescFather). In the first

part of the following task, the respondents were

asked to recall the last years of their studies or the

first years of their employment (henceforth Young-

Self). The interviewer then asked them to describe

the same period in life of someone close to them

(henceforth YoungOther). Lastly, in the third task,

the subjects were asked to talk about their previ-

ous day (henceforth PrevDay). The final recorded

speech corpus consists of 458 monologues from

the 77 subjects all together.1

For demographic features (namely, gender, age2,

and education) see Table 1.

After data collection, recordings were transcribed

manually. It was not necessary for us to use

any specific software in this phase of the work

since we did not attempt to transcribe the record-

ings according to the purposes of any phonologi-

cal analysis. We did however mark pauses (filled

and unfilled), hesitations, and false starts, as they

might provide useful information about the lan-

guage use of these populations. Recordings were

transcribed and stored in a simple plain text format

with UTF-8 character encoding.

Regarding the transcription process, transcribers

worked on files from different groups interchange-

ably: we mixed the files to avoid potential individ-

ual biases of transcribers affecting the measure-

ment outcomes. Then, in order to enhance the

1All recordings were conducted in the same city and

within the same institution, ensuring consistent environ-

mental conditions for all participants.
2The population under investigation exhibits con-

siderable heterogeneity. Notably, the control group

demonstrates a discernibly younger age profile com-

pared to the other groups, whereas the BD group tends

to skew older. In this study, we refrained from directly

addressing this variance due to constraints posed by the

limited size of our corpus; we aimed to preserve data

integrity and avoid the loss of valuable information in-

herent in text deletion. However, in the next phase of

our research, we intend to investigate the impact of us-

ing age as the sole discriminant factor in our baseline

model. This will involve constructing a model where

age is the only variable used to differentiate between

groups. What is more, in future endeavors, we intend to

enhance the robustness of our analyses. Tomitigate the

impact of age discrepancies more effectively, we pro-

pose expanding the corpus and implementing a strati-

fied sampling methodology. This approach will ensure

a more balanced representation of age cohorts across

all groups, thus enhancing the generalizability and reli-

ability of our findings.
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Groups

Control SZ SAD BD all

Number of participants 21 27 14 15 77

Number of texts 126 162 84 86 458

Age; M(SD) 36.42(10.49) 38.80(10.17) 41.43(9.73) 49.08(8.67) 40.63(10.71)

Education; M(SD) 14.76(3.05) 14.19(2.87) 14.54(2.98) 15.83(3.62) 14.73(3.09)

Sex ratio; f:m 8:13 9:18 10:4 8:7 35:42

Table 1: Basic Data of the Four Subject Groups. Education is given in years.

(M = mean, SD = standard deviation)

quality of the transcription process, we employed

a detailed and thorough guideline, which aided in

achieving consistent and reliable results. Addition-

ally, regular quality checks were conducted on ran-

domly selected materials to ensure the accuracy

and reliability of the transcriptions.

3.2. Corpus processing steps

Since the texts were manually transcribed there

was no need for some data cleaning steps prior

to the automatic analysis. Thus, as a first step,

we performed on the transcribed texts an auto-

matic linguistic analysis with magyarlanc, a lin-

guistic preprocessing toolkit for Hungarian (Zsib-

rita et al., 2013) 3. With this tool, the texts were first

split into sentences, then tokenized, and finally the

tokens were lemmatized and assigned a proper

part-of-speech and morphological tag. Lemmati-

zation is especially important in the case of mor-

phologically rich languages such as Hungarian.

We extracted 17 basic statistical features, includ-

ing but not limited to the number of sentences, and

the number and frequency of distinct lemmas com-

pared to the number of words.

Next, we made use of 10 speech-based features.

Some examples include the number of pauses

(filled and silent together), the number of hesita-

tions compared to the number of tokens, and the

number and frequency of pauses that follow an ar-

ticle and precede content words, as this might in-

dicate that the given patients may have difficulties

in finding the suitable content words.

During morphological and syntactic data process-

ing, a total of 87 morphosyntactic features were

extracted. These comprised, on one hand, part-

of-speech features, including the count and oc-

currence rate of various parts-of-speech (nouns,

verbs, adjectives, pronouns, numerals, adverbs,

and conjunctions). On the other hand, numer-

ous other morphological features were examined,

3This tool has an accuracy of 96.33% in terms of

POS-tagging. As for dependency parsing, magyarlanc

achieved an accuracy of 91.42% (Labeled Attachment

Score) and 93.22 % (Unlabeled Attachment Score),

making it highly reliable (Zsibrita et al., 2013).

such as the frequency of third person singular verb

forms or occurrences of superlative adjectives, to

name a few.

As for parts-of-speech, one of the useful features

may be the number and frequency of unanalyzed

words, i.e. those with an “unknown” POS tag,

which could reflect whether neologisms are being

created by the speaker while speaking.

Next, texts were also processed via some dictio-

nary based analyses with which we explored some

semantic and pragmatic linguistic features of the

corpus, namely sentiment and emotion words, as

well as the occurrence of discourse markers and

intensifiers, among others. Here we analyzed 80

features altogether. The number and frequency

of words belonging to several classes of linguis-

tic uncertainty were extracted based on Vincze

(2014). Positive and negative sentiment words

were extracted based on two different Hungarian

sentiment dictionaries: one of them was an au-

tomatic translation of an English sentiment lexi-

con (Liu, 2012) and the other one was a manually

checked, corrected and supplemented lexicon of

an automatic translation of the above-mentioned

English dictionary (Szabó, 2015). The number

and frequency of words belonging to the emotions

were also extracted automatically with the help of

a Hungarian emotion lexicon described in Szabó

et al. (2016). The decision to focus on these fea-

tures was justified by the fact that emotion reg-

ulation dysfunction is characteristic of psychotic

disorders (Kring and Elis, 2013; Chapman et al.,

2020; Green et al., 2007). For instance, based

on previous research on emotions, people with

schizophrenia have difficulty in sensing and pre-

dicting emotional events, integrating emotional im-

pressions and contexts, as well as the richness

and maintenance of emotional experiences (Kring

and Elis, 2013). The underlying brain activities

show a deficit in the functioning of the networks

responsible for cognitive control, indicating insuffi-

cient integration of emotions and cognition (Kring

and Elis, 2013). Moreover, an abnormally ele-

vated mood in BD is associated with specific neu-

rocognitive deficits consistent with neuropathology

in neural networks that are critical for emotion reg-
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ulation (Green et al., 2007). Hence, we assumed

that emotion, as well as sentiment analysis of this

corpus may produce relevant results concerning

the mental disorders in question.

As for linguistic intensification, recent research

findings lead us to the conclusion that the use of

intensifiers is closely related to emotion regulation

(Athanasiadou, 2007; Strous et al., 2009). What

is more, according to Athanasiadou (2007), inten-

sifiers are linguistic markers of speaker subjectiv-

ity, and they have the primary function of signifying

the speaker’s point of view and attitude. It is worth

mentioning here that there is evidence in the lit-

erature that the use of intensifiers is different in

e.g. SZ (Strous et al., 2009). Then, because of

the links between mental illness and emotion reg-

ulation, within the group of intensifiers, it is worth

focusing on to the so-called negative emotive in-

tensifiers (henceforth NEIs), whose prior seman-

tic content is related to a negative emotion, but

which can function as intensifiers. For the iden-

tification of linguistic intensifiers, we used a stan-

dard register (non-emotive) intensifier dictionary

(Szabó et al., 2023) consisting of 125 words and

a 225-item dictionary of NEIs (Szabó and Guba,

2023). (For more details about these lexicons, in-

cluding their development, validation, and previ-

ous applications, refer to (Szabó et al., 2023), (Sz-

abó and Guba, 2023) and (Szabó et al., 2022).)

As regards pragmatic features of the transcripts,

we processed speech act verbs and discourse

markers. The number and frequency of speech

act verbs we extracted based on a manually con-

structed list derived from (Vincze et al., 2021). To

find discourse markers in the texts we applied a

word list based on Dér et al. (2007).

All these resources applied in the recent analysis

were chosen for their relevance and applicability

to our study’s objectives and have been utilized in

similar research contexts, ensuring their validity.

In Table 9, we present an example for each of the

sixmajor feature categories from the corpus, along

with their English translations.

With the above described automatic analysis we

extracted a rich-feature set of the corpus, consist-

ing of 194 linguistic features altogether.

We provide a comprehensive list of features in

a form of separate tables in appendix (See Sec-

tion 10).

4. Statistical analysis and machine

learning experiments

In order to quantify the usefulness of each fea-

ture in distinguishing SZ, SAD and BD patients

and the controls, we carried out a statistical anal-

ysis of the data, namely pairwise t-tests 4 for each

4The p-value threshold for significance is 0.05.

feature and transcript. In addition to this, we also

sought to automatically discriminate the different

subject groups, using the above mentioned rich

feature set. In order to examine which types of

linguistic features play the most important role in

distinguishing among the three patient groups and

the controls, the six large subsets of features were

used the following way: all of the six groups were

used, except for one group at a time.

We trained a random forest classifier of the WEKA

package (Hall et al., 2009) (with Weka’s default

settings) with the above mentioned feature set.

We used ten fold cross validation. Our base-

line method was majority classification, which

achieved an accuracy of 35.0649%.

5. Results

5.1. Results of significance tests

In order to make the results of significance tests

more comprehensible, they are discussed here

according to subgroups of language features.

As a first step, we compare the results measured

for all patient groups with the results for the control

group. Here, there is no opportunity to compre-

hensively review all the results; therefore, we only

highlight some of the most interesting statistically

significant differences.

Figure 1) presents the results using each feature

group below, while Figure 3) in Appendix illus-

trates the results when excluding these individual

groups and using all the remaining ones together

(See Appendix 10).

Figure 1 shows the comparison of results across

all patient groups and the control group using each

feature group, excluding specific groups.

Regarding speech-based features, pause rates

(filled or unfilled) differ significantly in only two

tasks between all patient groups and the group

of healthy controls (afterwards: HC): in the “De-

scMother” task the patients used a higher rate

of filled pauses, while the HC group used more

pauses after articles, i.e. when naming content

words. However, in the “PrevDay” task, HC-s used

more filled pauses. The ratio of nouns and verbs

is significantly different in most the sub-corpora.

The ratio of unknown words, i.e. those with an “un-

known” POS tag proved to be significantly different

in the case of the “PrevDay” task; patients uses

more of them compared to the HC group. The

frequency of pronouns significantly differs both

in the “YoungOther” and the “PrevDay” subcor-

pora because patients use them less in both the

cases. Observable differences can be noted in

terms of some specific semantic feature as well.

For instance, patients use more positive words

in the “YoungSelf” and the “YoungOther” subcor-

pora, however, more negative sentiment words in

the self description task (“DescSelf”). The rate of
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Figure 1: Comparing Results Across All Patient Groups and the Control Group Using Each Feature

Group

function and content words is significantly differ-

ent in all the description tasks (“DescSelf”, “Desc-

Mother” and “DescFather”). Patients tend to use

less function and more content words generally.

As for the results of uncertainty detection, patients

tend to use less doxastic-type words and the differ-

ence is significant is most subcorpora. Among the

emotion words, there is no significant difference

with one exception, namely words of sorrow are

represented with a higher frequency in the speech

of the patients in some tasks.

Now let us turn to the results broken down into in-

dividual groups.

Figure 2) presents the results using each feature

group below, while Figure 4) in Appendix illus-

trates the results when excluding these individual

groups and using all the remaining ones together

(See Appendix 10). What is more, Figure 5 in the

Appendix illustrates these results, but for all tasks

combined (See Appendix 10).

Figure 2 shows the comparison of results across

all patient groups and the control group using each

feature group, excluding specific groups.

For the sake of simplicity, here we will basically

compare each patient group to the HC-s.

As for statistical features, SZ patients use the least

amount of sentences in each task, while the BD

and theHC group use significantly more. Similarly,

SZ patients produce the least amount of tokens

in each task, while BD patients have the most,

sometimes twice as much. On the other hand,

SZ patients have the highest rate of lemmas in

most tasks (except in the “PrevDay” task). SAD

patients show similar patterns to SZ patients, how-

ever, when compared to the HC, no feature shows

significant difference consistently between the two

groups.

Regarding speech-based features, when broken

down to individual patient groups, there does not

seem to be a clear pattern of significant differences

in terms of the rate of filled or unfilled pauses. The

most apparent contrast to the HC group can be

detected in BD patients, who have a lower rate of

filled and unfilled pauses in several tasks.

As for morphological and syntactic features, in

general, healthy controls use more function words

and fewer content words than patients, which

manifests in the rate of nouns and verbs. Saliently,

the POS distribution used by SZ patients is no-

tably different from healthy controls in most tasks:

they use more nouns, verbs and adjectives, on the

other hand, fewer adverbs, postpositions and con-

junctions. It seems that their verbal thinking is cen-

tered around content, however, connectives and

other function words can be detected to a lesser

degree in their way of thinking, which may reflect

a different mental organization of verbal informa-

tion. Finally, it is also noticeable that BD patients

use more complex sentences.

When it comes to sentiment analysis results, SZ

and BD patients tend to employ significantly more

positive words when discussing someone close to

them compared to the HC group (“YoungOther”).

At the same time, when discussing themselves
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Figure 2: Comparing Each Patient Group Separately with the Control Group Using Each Feature Group

in a broader context (“DescSelf”), the same two

speaker groups tend to use significantly more neg-

ative words. Regarding the two types of intensi-

fiers, the SZ group uses fewer of them for both

standard and negative emotive intensifiers, and

the difference compared to the HC and BD groups

appeared significant in several tasks.

When analyzing uncertainty in the transcripts,

some more interesting findings could be detected.

First, patients use significantly fewer words re-

ferring to doxastic uncertainty (i.e. phrases like I

think, I believe) in the “DescMother” task than the

HC group. Second, the BD and SAD groups em-

ploy significantly more peacock words (i.e. subjec-

tive expressions) when describing their father in

the “DescFather” task than the HC group. The low

number of doxastic uncertainty may refer to dox-

asms present in the thinking of patients with men-

tal disorders (i.e. they sometimes lack the ability to

differentiate between their thoughts and the real-

ity). The higher number of peacock words, how-

ever, might reflect a different way of perceiving

the relationship towards their father, which would

need further investigation.

When examining the words related to emotions,

it becomes evident that SZ speakers use signif-

icantly more words associated with joy than BD

speakers in the “DescSelf” task. Additionally, they

use significantly more words related to joy than

both the SAD and HC groups in the “DescMother”

task. In contrast, a significant difference in the

use of words related to sorrow can be observed

between BD speakers and the HC group in multi-

Subject groups

BD SAD SZ Total

DescSelf 10 15 37 62

DescMother 25 14 51 90

DescFather 10 23 11 44

YoungOther 16 10 85 111

YoungSelf 6 22 75 103

PrevDay 8 9 10 27

Total 75 93 269 437

Table 2: The Number of Statistically Significant

Features for Each Task and Each Feature Group.

ple tasks, including “DescSelf”, “DescMother” and

“DescFather”. This variation in language usage

may be attributed to various factors. Many BD pa-

tients report experiences of family tragedy, a chal-

lenging childhood, or strained relationships with

their parents. The SAD group uses the fewest

words related to fear in each task.

Examining the pragmatic features, the most strik-

ing are the differences between the use of dis-

course markers. The HC group typically uses the

most discourse markers in each task, with one ex-

ception (“PrevDay”).

In order to assess which speech tasks exhibit

a higher proportion of significant differences and

which ones may be less useful due to fewer signif-

icant differences, we have aggregated the results

of the significance tests, see Table 2.

According to the data in Table 2, the “YoungOther”
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Feature type Metrics without only

Statistical Acc 64.9351 49.3506

F 0.625 0.467

Speech-based Acc 50.6494 63.6364

F 0.465 0.622

Morphological Acc 57.1429 48.0519

F 0.540 0.458

Syntactic Acc 63.6364 45.4545

F 0.591 0.418

Semantic Acc 57.1429 54.5455

F 0.496 0.493

Pragmatic Acc 51.9481 42.8571

F 0.492 0.380

All Acc 58.4416 58.4416

F 0.539 0.539

Table 3: Results of Ablation Analysis. Acc: accu-

racy, F: F-score.

task is the most effective in distinguishing cate-

gories, and the “YoungSelf” task can also be use-

ful in our machine learning experiments. Sur-

prisingly, in the “PrevDay” task, there are notably

less significant differences compared to the other

tasks. When examining the three disorders indi-

vidually, it is noticeable that father’s description

(“DescFather”) works best for SAD patients, while

for BD, it is the mother’s description task (“Desc-

Mother”). It also becomes evident that our fea-

ture set may be most effective in identifying SZ.

What is more, if we want to reduce the data for

specific speech tasks, “YoungOther”, “YoungSelf”,

and “DescMother” may be sufficient for implement-

ing a well-functioning machine learning.

5.2. Results of machine learning
experiments

As can be seen, the overall accuracy was 58.44%,

which highly outperforms the baseline. The algo-

rithm, as expected, was the most successful at de-

tecting SZ subjects (F-score: 0.75), while its per-

formance was the lowest in the case of SA patients

(F-score: 0.22).

In order to examine the efficiency of individual fea-

ture sets, we carried out an ablation analysis, by

omitting and/or applying each and every feature

group from the feature set. In this way, we found

that speech based features proved to be the most

effective (63.64%) when applying only this group

of features, and excluding them gave us the lowest

accuracy value (50.65%). We achieved better re-

sults than overall accuracy when we excluded the

statistical feature group and used all the other fea-

tures together (64.94%), as well as when we did

the same with the syntactic features (63.64%).

In order to see how controls and patients can be

distinguished, we carried out another experiment

by dividing the subjects into two groups: all patient

groups together vs. the control group. In this way,

an accuracy of 72.73% was obtained. The algo-

rithm was successful at detecting PT subjects (F-

score: 0.84). When analysing the results in each

task, it was revealed that we achieved the highest

accuracy by applying the “PrevDay” speech texts

(75.33%). The least useful task was “DescSelf”

in this respect (68.83%). If we consider individual

speech task types and feature groups, the high-

est efficiencies were the following: speech-based

features in “PrevDay” (88.31%), syntactic features

in “YoungSelf” (80.52%) and syntactic features in

“YoungOther” (77.92%). These results are con-

sistent with the findings obtained from the 4-group

measurement (see above).

6. Discussion

First, let us consider the results obtained when

we worked with 4 patient groups. We observe a

commendable overall accuracy of 58.44%, which

significantly surpasses the baseline performance.

Notably, the algorithm exhibits varying degrees of

success in distinguishing between different sub-

ject groups. It excels in identifying SZ subjects,

as indicated by the high F-score of 0.754.

Then, the results of the ablation analysis shed light

on the significance of different feature groups in

our classification task. One key finding was that

speech-based features emerged as the most ef-

fective, achieving an accuracy of 63.64%. This

outcome underscores the pivotal role of speech-

based features in enhancing our classification

model’s performance. Furthermore, excluding the

statistical feature group yielded improved results,

and the same was observed in the case of syntac-

tic features. These outcomes emphasize the in-

tricate interplay of different feature groups in our

classification task and highlight the potential for

further optimization.

An interesting finding of this research is that if

we exclude NEIs (Szabó et al., 2022) from the

analysis, the overall accuracy (which was 58.44%

again) decreases to 54.55% (see Section1 above).

So, by using the list of them, we were able to fur-

ther improve the machine learning results. Sz-

abó et al. (2023) has shown significant differ-

ences in the use of NEIs among the speaker

groups studied here, although this characteristic

does not hold true for all (non-negative) intensi-

fiers, i.e. standard-register intensifiers. The re-

sults of the current study demonstrate that these

findings can be applied in the automatic classifi-

cation of groups, as they improve the results. In

line with the above, we have also observed here

that removing standard-register intensifiers from

machine learning experiments leads to improved

results: 61.04%. So, it is indeed the case that
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only a specific group of intensifiers, the NEIs, can

be effectively used in the current machine learning

project. These findings further highlight the com-

plexities of automatic classification in this domain.

As we have presented, we carried out another ma-

chine learning experiment by dividing the subjects

into two groups, and we obtained an accuracy of

72.73%. It is interesting to note, on the other hand,

that the omission of deep morphological, as well

as semantic features increases the results, so it

seems that they have a negative effect on identi-

fying PT. This is a phenomenon which we plan to

investigate in more details in the future.

7. Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we conducted a comprehensive

analysis of spontaneous speech text produced by

Hungarian patients suffering from SZ, SAD and

BD. Our aim was to identify distinctive linguistic

features among these patient groups and controls.

For our analysis, we collected speech recordings

from 77 subjects participating in three different di-

rected spontaneous speech tasks within a clinical

environment, resulting in a corpus of 458 texts.

These recordings were manually transcribed by

our research group and processed using Natural

Language Processing methods and tools. The fi-

nal corpus comprised 179,515 tokens, excluding

punctuation. Leveraging this data, we examined

the predictive power of various linguistic features

by computing and comparing their frequency dis-

tributions. Subsequently, we employed machine

learning techniques (random forest algorithm) to

automatically discriminate between SZ, SAD, BD

patients, and the HCs.

Our results demonstrate that by applying machine

learning techniques based on the identified distinc-

tive linguistic features, we can achieve meaningful

results in the automatic discrimination among SZ,

SAD, BD, and the control group, surpassing base-

line results. Our study highlights the potential of

linguistic features for differentiating among them.

In our experiments, the overall accuracy reached

an impressive 58.44%, surpassing the baseline.

The algorithm excelled in detecting SZ subjects

with an F-score of 0.75. Ablation analysis revealed

that speech-based features were the most ef-

fective (63.64%).Moreover, distinguishing controls

from patients achieved an accuracy of 72.73%, ex-

celling at detecting PT subjects (F-score: 0.84).

Our research also highlighted that further improve-

ments can be made with the use of additional spe-

cific dictionaries, such as the lexicon of NEIs.

While our approach may not signify a complete

paradigm shift, it embodies two significant innova-

tions. First, within the realm of the Hungarian lan-

guage, our study stands out for its innovation as it

delves into linguistic patterns and features in Hun-

garian speech that have not been systematically

analyzed before in the context of the mental health

disorders under consideration. Second, on an in-

ternational scale, the incorporation of NEIs in our

analysis represents a novel approach. This aspect

of our work is pioneering as it broadens the scope

of linguistic analysis within the realms of machine

learning and mental health research.

In our future work, we can extend this research in

several directions to gain a deeper understanding

of the relationship between these mental illnesses

and linguistic features. First, we may expand our

linguistic feature set to conduct a more detailed

examination of differences among groups. Then,

a fine-tuning our machine learning methods could

lead to even better results. Experimentation with

different algorithms and parameter tuning may be

beneficial. We shall also carry out a deeper emo-

tion analysis (exploring their cues like linguistic in-

tensification) and their relationship with these dis-

orders. As another subsequent step in our re-

search, we plan to conduct a dedicated analy-

sis focusing solely on the most effective types of

recordings and the optimal selection of features

identified in our study. By narrowing down our

analysis to these specific recordings and feature

sets, we anticipate that the results will provide

more precise insights into the linguistic patterns

and variations within the studied groups. This tar-

geted approach will help us further refine our un-

derstanding of the relationships between linguis-

tic features and the conditions under investigation.

As part of our future plans, we are actively explor-

ing the implementation of various machine learn-

ing algorithms beyond the random forest. This

includes considering algorithms such as support

vector machines, neural networks, and other ad-

vanced techniques to further enhance the predic-

tive capabilities of our models. Then, in our fu-

ture research endeavors, we plan to actively ex-

periment with different sets of hyperparameters

to further optimize the performance of our model.

This will include adjusting parameters such as the

number of trees, maximum depth, and minimum

samples split. Through this planned hyperparam-

eter tuning process, we aim to enhance the predic-

tive accuracy and generalization capability of our

model, ensuring our findings are robust and reli-

able. Last, we would like to investigate data from

languages other than Hungarian, reinforcing the

generalizability of our findings.

We are currently in the process of masking sen-

sitive data from the corpus in accordance with re-

specting ethical and privacy considerations. Once

this masking process is completed, we intend to

release the corpus for research purposes in order

to ensure transparency and reproducibility in sci-

entific research.
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10. Appendices

In the following tables (10, 10, 10, 10, 10), we

list all the features that we processed in the cor-

pus. Each group of features is presented in sepa-

rate tables. For each feature, we separately pro-

cessed its count (“Num”) and its frequency rela-

tive to the number of tokens (“Rate”), which are

not listed separately in the tables.

Figure 3 presents another comparison, but with

specific groups excluded.

Code Description

token Tokens

sentence Sentences

lemma Lemmas

sentenceLength Average sentence length

allUpper All-uppercase words

firstUpper Words with initial uppercase

declarSent Declarative sentences

imperSent Imperative sentences

question Question sentences

accent Accent feature

saturation Saturation feature

Table 4: Statistical Features and Codes

Code Description

hesit Hesitations

uncertain Uncertain instances

pause Pauses

filledPause Filled pauses

artPause Artificial pauses

Table 5: Speech-based Features and Codes

Code Description

noun Nouns

verb Verbs

adj Adjectives

x Unknown morphemes

adv Adverbs

properNoun Proper nouns

num Numerals

conj Conjunctions

punct Punctuation marks

pron Pronouns

relPron Relative pronouns

demPron Demonstrative pronouns

adpos Adpositions

multiplePunct Multiple punctuation marks

Table 6: Morphological Features and Codes

https://aclanthology.org/R13-1099
https://aclanthology.org/R13-1099
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Figure 3: Comparing Results Across All Patient Groups and the Control Group Using Each Feature

Group, Excluding Specific Groups

Figure 4: Comparing Each Patient Group Separately with the Control Group Using Each Feature Group,

Excluding Specific Groups
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Figure 5: Comparing Each Patient Group Separately with the Control Group Using Each Feature Group

for All Tasks
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Code Description

positive Positive words

negative Negative words

precoPositive Precoded positive words

precoNegative Precoded negative words

negemo Negative emotions

negation Negations

function Function words

content Content words

vulgar Vulgar words

racist Racist words

specStyle Special style words

addressing Addressing words

closing Closing words

postscript Postscript words

negemo2 Secondary negative emotions

intens Intensifiers

memory Memory-related words

epistemic Epistemic words

invest Investment-related words

condition Condition-related words

weasel Weasel words

peacock Peacock words

hedge Hedge words

doxastic Doxastic words

love Words expressing love

anxiety Words expressing anxiety

sorrow Words expressing sorrow

joy Words expressing joy

disgust Words expressing disgust

fear Words expressing fear

surprise Words expressing surprise

anger Words expressing anger

Table 7: Semantic Features and Codes

Code Description

speechact Speech acts

quote Quotations

dash Dashes

public Public references

private Private references

suasive Persuasive words

discMarker Discourse markers

smiley Smileys

Table 8: Pragmatic Features and Codes

Features Examples

statistical plain text: éde-

sanyám második

házasságából

születtem

lemmatized:

édesanya

(mother-1poss)

második (sec-

ond) házasság

(marriage-1poss.in)

születik

(born-1sg.past)

– word number: 4

speech-based Öhm én viszony-

lag késői gyerek

vagyok ’Um, I’m

a relatively late

child’ – number of

hesitations: 1

morphological plain text: azért let-

tem skizofrén, mert

ilyen rossz dolgokat

tettem

lemmatized: azért

(therefore) lesz

(become-1sg.past)

skizofrén

(schizophrenic),

mert (because)

ilyen (such)

rossz (bad) dolog

(thing-pl.acc) tesz

(do-1sg.past) –

number of 1Sg

verbs: 2

syntactic (...) dolgokat tettem

lemmatized: dolog

(thing-pl.acc) tesz

(do-1sg.past)

– number of objects: 1

semantic undorral mentem

be dolgozni ’I went

to work with dis-

gust’ – number of

negative emotion:

1

pragmatic Hát (...) nagyjából

így ennyi. ’Well

(...) roughly that’s

all.’ – number of

discourse marker: 1

Table 9: A Showcase of Examples from the Six

Main Feature Categories in the Corpus.
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